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RACE AND NATIONAL LIBERATION

FROM APARTHEID TO NEOLIBERALISM:
THE BLACK WORKING CLASS

The anarchist Mikhail Bakunin teaches:
“There is no greater enemy for a nation than its own State”.i
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MODULE 2:
FROM APARTHEID TO NEO-LIBERALISM: THE BLACK WORKING CLASS
This workbook examines
-

what is “racism”?

-

what is “national” oppression?

-

What causes these problems?

-

what explains the rise and fall of apartheid in South Africa?

-

what has replaced apartheid?

-

ending national oppression and racism using anarchism

-

completing the working class national working class struggle in South
Africa

Please pay very close attention to the definitions.
The definitions provide a clear understanding of the issues.
The definitions are the building blocks of the arguments.
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RACISM AND NATIONAL OPPRESSION

QUESTIONS
What race are you?
What is a race?
Name some races?
Are Arabs whites?
Are Somalis blacks?

WHAT IS A “RACE”?

A “race” is a group of people with a shared descent and physical appearance.

People usually think of four big “races”: whites (Europeans), blacks (Africans), Native
Americans (“red Indians”), and East Asians (Chinese, etc.). In reality, the world is much
more complicated: there are many groups that don’t fit neatly into any of these groups: for
example, are Arabs whites? Are Egyptians blacks? Are Jews whites or Arabs? Are Native
Americans actually East Asians?
Also, there are hundreds of millions of people descended from more than race. For
example, most Mexicans are called “mestizos,” who are descended from whites as well as
Native Americans. Often where people get placed differs from country to country.
For example, in the USA, people with African blood are all called “black” or “African
American.” It does not matter if they have white ancestry. For example, US President
Barack Obama is considered to be black in the USA, although his mother was white. In
southern Africa, such people of such mixed descent would be considered “Coloured” (so
would Mexican meztisos).
Because it proves very difficult to draw neat lines between races, many people argue that
the notion that there are different human “races” is not a very useful way of thinking.
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All people, however they look, are part of one race: the human race. Differences between
people are very small, compared to what they have in common.
There is no evidence that any one race is better than – or deeply different to – any other
race.
There is no difference that members of any one race are more stupid, greedy, evil etc.
than any other race.

QUESTIONS
What race are you?
What is a race?
Are Africans are a race?
Is everyone who lives in Africa every people an African?
What about people who live in Africa who are not black?
Are Zulus a race?

RACISM
However, “race” is very real because it affects people’s experience of the world. In almost
all countries, there is some degree of racism.
“Racism” is a term that gets thrown around a lot.

Basically, racism is:
1) The idea that certain “races” are inferior to other “races” (racial prejudice / hate).
This may include ideas that some races are more evil, more stupid, and more violent
than other races, and should be treated worse. This is often called “hate speech.”
2) The practice of discriminating against particular races (racial discrimination).
This means that members of those races suffer from things like: violence against
races; more police harassment and violence; less access to jobs, housing and
services than other races; physical attack; colour bars blocking access to certain
jobs, facilities and opportunities.
(Racism also has a psychological impact – it creates feelings of inferiority for the
victims of racism).

People can be racist in many ways.
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South Africa’s history is deeply marked by racism, and by a white supremacist social order
in the 1900s that was prejudiced against and discriminated against blacks, Coloureds and
Indians. The many measures will be discussed below.
Racist attitudes are a problem, but racial discrimination is the biggest problem. You
can ignore someone who hates you, but when hate speech gets tied to racial
discrimination (for example, violent attacks), then it cannot be ignored.
For example, in South Africa under apartheid, severe racial discrimination against
Africans, as well as Coloureds and Indians existed. There was both racial prejudice by
most whites, as well as active racial discrimination by the state and the corporations.
QUESTIONS
Have you experienced racism in their lifetime?
Explain why this incident was “racist.”
In what ways have you yourself been racist?

WHO IS A RACIST?
Anyone can be racist, no matter what their race. The notion that black people can’t be
racist is not true.
Black people, like any other people can hold racist attitudes. Black people can also
promote measures of discrimination.
For example, Jimmy Manyi’s comments on Coloureds (that they are “too concentrated”) in
the Western Cape are racist. Why shouldn’t Coloureds live where they like? Manyi
proposed changes in the Employment Equity Act, that equity targets must be measured by
national proportions (not provincial proportions) of races, This would mean only 1 in 10
jobs in the Western Cape would be for Coloureds: this is because 1 in 10 South Africans is
a Coloured. But Coloureds are 5 in 10 people in the Western Cape province.
Therefore, such a law change would actively discriminate against Coloureds by forcing
them out of jobs because they are Coloureds. It would in fact push Coloured people into
unemployment or to force them to move into another province, because they are
Coloureds.
Robert Mugabe’s government in Zimbawe is racist against whites. His government and its
supporters have called whites “snakes,” demons,” and “killers.” Any black who opposes
Mugabe is called a tool of whites. The issue of land reform was tied to solely to the issue
of white farms: in fact, white farmers only accounted for about 20% of all land in the
country, the rest being held by the ZANU-PF state, or by chiefs in the homeland system in
Zimbabwe, or by black elites.
People within races can also be racist towards some sections of those same races. For
example, European Jews are by all appearances whites. However, they suffered hundreds
of years of severe racism from other whites. They were accused of being evil, greedy, and
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dishonest, of causing diseases etc. The most famous example was the mass murder of 6
million Jews by the Nazi (Hitler) government of Germany (1933-1945).
NON-RACIALISM
Anarchists are against all racism.
Our policy is that of non-racialism: there must be unity of people from all races, because
people have a common nature and common rights and common hopes.
The anarchist Mikhail Bakunin said : “What do we mean by respect for humanity”
but “the recognition of human right and human dignity in every man, of whatever
race” or “colour.”ii
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WHAT IS NATIONAL OPPRESSION?

National oppression is the oppression of members of a particular nationality. At the
heart of national oppression, is the denial of the nationality’s right to govern itself,
i.e. its right to self-determination.

But what is a nation?

QUESTIONS
Is South Africa a nation?
Are South African blacks a different nation to white South Africans?
Are Zulus a nation?
Are Afrikaners a nation?

A nationality (or a “nation”) is a group of people with a common culture, history,
and background.

National oppression means that members of that group face both prejudice (hateful ideas)
and discrimination (active measures that discriminate against them).
Nations do exist, but sometimes, who fits into one nation is a real difficulty.
Often (but not always), race is closely linked to “nationality”: often members of a nationality
are members of the same race. Races are believed to be groups with a common descent,
and so are nationalities.
National oppression is also often mixed up with national oppression. For example, national
oppression is often justified with racist ideas.
Some examples of national oppression include:
- the historical oppression of the Irish by the British state
- the historical oppression of the Koreans by the Japanese state
- the oppression of the Native Americans in Mexico by the Mexican state today
- the oppression of the Palestinians by the Israeli state today
The struggle against national oppression is called the national liberation struggle.
Some examples of national liberation struggles include:
- the Korean struggle against Japanese imperialism
- the Indian struggle against British imperialism
- the Ukrainian struggle against Russian imperialism
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The anarchist Mikhail Bakunin declared "strong sympathy for any national uprising
against any form of oppression”, stating that every people "has the right to be itself
... no one is entitled to impose its costume, its customs, its languages and its laws”.
iii

DIAGNOSING THE ILLNESS: THE ROOTS OF RACISM AND NATIONAL
OPPRESSION
Racism and national oppression have many causes. For example, children are sometimes
taught racist ideas by their parents. For example, cultural ideas about what is clean and
dirty sometimes lead people to look down on other races or nationalities.
Racism and national oppression have existed for many thousands of years. These are not
new problems.
But these problems do not just come from bad attitudes. They can from certain social
causes.
However, it is inescapable that racism and national oppression today are deeply rooted in
the class system, capitalism and the State.
1. THE ROLE OF IMPERIALISM
European imperialism expanded rapidly over the last 500 years.

“Imperialism” is a system in which the ruling class of one country expands to
control other areas and countries. This can be direct (through force) or indirect
(through trade, treaties and so on).

Colonialism is direct imperial rule: people are conquered and become a “colony” of
the imperial state.

Modern imperialism is closely tied to racism
and national oppression. When powerful
European ruling classes, from Britain, France,
Germany, and Belgium, expanded, they
instituted racial discrimination and national
oppression over the people that were
conquered.
The British Empire (of which South Africa was
part until 1961), had 400 million people in
1900 (this was, at the time, 1 in 4 people in
the whole world). But almost all of the
Africans, Asians and Native Americans under
British rule, as well as whites like the Irish,
suffered both racism and national oppression.
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The whole country of India, for example, was ruled by the British government, in alliance
with Indian princes. The Indian workers and peasants (small farmers) were treated like dirt,
were beaten and killed when they protested, were paid much lower wages than British
people, lost land, etc.
LOCAL ELITES JOIN WITH IMPERIALISM (SOMETIMES)
This point about the Indian princes is very important. In every country ruled by imperialism,
a large part of the local ruling class joined with the imperialists. For example, the homeland
system in South Africa was created under British imperialism. The chiefs, on the whole,
worked with the British against the ordinary people in the villages, to collect taxes and
recruit workers for the mines.
Racist ideas were used by British imperialism: the British state said that it was “civilizing”
the colonies, because their people were inferior. In some colonies, like Australia and the
USA, indigenous people almost died out: racism justified this, by saying these people did
not matter, were “savages,” etc.
Imperialism cannot accommodate real national self-determination, because it is based on
conquest and rule by a foreign state.
Later, when Japan (and the USA, a former British colony) grew in power, their ruling
classes also started to be imperialist. Their expansion also involved racism and national
oppression. Japan for example conquered Korea, Taiwan and part of China.

2. IMPERIALISM: LINK TO CAPITALISM AND THE STATE
Underlying the so-called "civilizing mission" of imperialism was a hidden agenda:
imperialism gave huge profits and power to the imperialist capitalist ruling classes of
Europe, Japan and the USA. It provided access to land, to cheap labour and more
markets.
The ideology of racism, and the concrete facts of racial discrimination and of national
oppression, provide cheap labour and divide the working class.
Groups of the working class that face racism and national oppression provide cheap
labour:
- they have less rights than other workers
- they are afraid to organise
- they face continual political and economic oppression
So, these are cheap labour.
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3. HOW THE RULING CLASS USES RACISM AND NATIONAL OPPRESSION
Above, we saw that racism and national oppression are closely tied to imperialism, the
state and capitalism.
Let us be more concrete: Racism and national oppression provide
- cheap labour because they discriminate against some workers
- cheap labour because they divide all workers, which harms every worker
- confusion: people blame other races for their problems, not the ruling class
- confusion: race explanations of problems seem obvious, but they are nonsense
As an example: we spoke about Mugabe earlier. Mugabe runs a dictatorship. It is
extremely oppressive to the majority of Zimbabweans. Even the so-called land reform was
really just a way to get more land for one section of the ruling class. More than 2 million
black workers were forced off the farms.
Any attempt at opposition is met with repression, Any criticism of Mugabe is met with the
racist view that the critic is the enemy of blacks, and the tool of the whites. And Mugabe,
as we have seen, describes whites in racist terms, meanwhile hiding the wealth of the
black elite.
This is a good example of how racism is very bad for working class people.
Meanwhile, the working class as a whole is desperate. It is short of wages, of houses, of
jobs and services. Very often, the workers blame other workers for their problems: for
example, they say that the “foreigners” are “stealing their jobs.
This division is deliberately promoted by the ruling class through ideologies of racism. This
is done through the media, the schools and so on.
A very common form of racism today is so-called xenophobia
10
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Xenophobia is the fear and hatred (“phobia”) of foreigners (“xeno”)

4. IMPERIALISM TODAY
Imperialism exists today, but in more subtle ways.
QUESTIONS
Is the USA today imperialist?
Explain your answer.
Is South Africa today imperialist?

SUMMARY
- The core causes of racism and national oppression in the modern period are
imperialism, capitalism and the state
- Specifically, these
o justify conquest
o justify land seizures
o justify mass killings
o provided cheap labour
o divide the working class
o strengthen the ruling class
o create an extra burden of misery for the victims of racism and national
oppression
The world is extremely unequal in terms of economic development and political
power
In every country, it is the ruling class that benefits the most from this situation
Local ruling classes gene rally work with imperialist ruling classes.
Sometimes however, they get frustrated and rise up against imperialism.
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As we will see later, they have a hidden agenda.
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PART 2:
South Africa: from apartheid to neoliberalism
What is now South Africa started as a colony at the Cape by the Dutch East India
Company (VOC).
VOC AND RACISM
The VOC was in fact both a corporation and a state. The VOC was very oppressive. Even
its white workers were subject to torture for small crimes. As the VOC expanded, it
conquered the KhoiSan, and imported African and Asian slaves. The VOC was racist
against the slaves, and nationally oppressed the KhoiSan.
Then the VOC collapsed. The Cape then came under Britain. By 1902, Britain had
conquered all of southern Africa up to the Sudan, except for the areas under Portugal
(Mozambique, Angola). It built on VOC racism, and instituted national oppression across
the region.
QUESTIONS
What was the migrant labour system of apartheid?
What were key features of apartheid? List 5.
Consider housing, moving, family, language, homelands

THE MINES AND CHEAP BLACK LABOUR
A big reason for this was that the British ruling class wanted to develop mines in the
region. The opening of diamond and gold mines in the 1870s in the northern Cape and
Transvaal strengthened the racism against and national oppression of the African people.
Why? The mine bosses and capitalist farmers needed ultra-cheap labour to make higher
profits. So the colonial state forced Africans into wage labour through taxes and land
dispossession. The Coloureds in the Cape saw their rights rolled back, as the British
decided they were of an inferior race.
Where this was not enough, it imported Indian semi-slaves for the sugar farms. These
Indians were indentured.
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“Indentured” means to be locked into an unbreakable contract for a long period.
Breaking the contract (by striking, by quitting, by not working) is illegal and is
usually punished with forced labour or jail time.

The blacks on the mines, who came from South Africa as well as nearby colonies
(especially Lesotho, Mozambique and Zambia), were also indentured.
Blacks were subject to repressive systems like the compounds, and the pass laws and job
colour bars. State services were bad, and police focused on enforcing these racial laws
rather than on fighting crime. Indians and Coloureds, like blacks, did not have basic
political and union rights.
All of these measures divided the working class, and kept African, Indian and Coloured
labour cheap and tightly controlled.
Many blacks were migrant labourers based in the homelands: they worked in town, but
their families stayed in the countryside. This allowed the ruling class to keep their wages
down (they did not have to pay a family wage) and to slow the development of volatile
urban working class ghettos (they were not allowed to settle in the cities).
This system benefited the state elite:
- It generated high levels of taxation for state spending (and funding the army and
bureaucracy)
- It allowed the state to maintain tight control over the working class, which was
divided and closely monitored
- Key to this, was extremely tight control of the urban areas
- Also key, was tight control of the black rural areas by the black chiefs

DIVIDE AND PROFIT
. Meanwhile, the blacks, Coloureds and
Indians were divided from each other
and amongst themselves.
Divisions by tribe amongst black
working class people were strongly
enforced. For example, the mines
housed workers on tribal lines, with
each hostel for a different group. Jobs
also tended to be allocated by tribe: for
example, mine police were usually
Zulus, drillers were often Basotho (from
Lesotho), and “lashers” who loaded rock
were often Shangaans and Tsongas.
Even townships were segregated: for
example, different zones of what is now
Soweto for different tribes e.g. White
City was for Zulus.
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THE ROLE OF THE BLACK ELITE
The black elite – the chiefs – were an integral part of the apartheid system. Chiefs
governed the black rural areas (called at different times: “native reserves,” bantustans,
homelands etc.).
Sometimes the black chiefs resisted the system. They were met with force. For example,
the Anglo-Zulu Wars of the 1870s led to the defeat of the Zulu kingdom. After that, the
Zulu chiefs played a key role in maintaining the system of cheap migrant labour.
Those seen as unreliable, like King Solomon kaDinizulu, were marginalised.
As this shows, the black elite was part of the system, but it was not an equal partner. In
fact, it was very frustrated. For example, the chiefs were under strict control. Sections of
the black, Coloured and Indian elite faced serious barriers to running businesses, owning
land, getting good education and advancing their careers.
As we will see in part 3, this led to the rebellions by that elite.
FROM IMPERIALISM TO APARTHEID
Such a system was not just the result of white Afrikaner racial attitudes. These played a
role, but the real driver of the system was the racist ruling class.
The apartheid government just continued the system created by the British Empire. The
Afrikaners were conquered by the British in 1899-1902. Until 1948, they were marginalised
in the South African economy.
The National Party promised to end British imperialism and the geldmag (the “money
power” i.e. break the power of the capitalists). It also stated that it would divide South
Africa into different (and independent) countries in which different races and tribes could
govern themselves.
In power, the National Party soon changed. Talk about ending the geldmag were replaced
by close alliances with British capitalists. Having complained about the mining capitalists,
the National Party now prioritized creating Afrikaner mining capitalists (especially the
Anton Rupert corporation). The Volkskas (“people’s bank”), an Afrikaner self-help scheme,
became a capitalist bank (today it is ABSA).
Rather than divide South Africa into separate countries, the National Party just kept the
system of cheap black migrant labour going. Some of the homelands were
The National Party government was highly racist.
But underlying the racism was the drive for capitalist accumulation (through cheap labour
and a divided working class) and state power (through closely controlling a divdied working
class).
WHITE WORKING CLASS DIVIDED
White workers were afraid of cheap labour taking their jobs. Black migrant, indentured
mine labour was almost five times cheaper than white, urban, free urban labour. Rather
than fight this problem by fighting for higher black wages, many fought for job reservation
(job colour bars).
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So they did not join the blacks, Coloureds and Indians.
White workers and poor whites were also deliberately divided from their black comrades
through racial discrimination, like high wages and very good social services and the job
colour bar. This meant most (but not all) of these workers were willing to defend racial
capitalism. The state and capital did this deliberately in order to strengthen the military
forces of the system, by giving white workers a small stake in the system.
All of these measures were put in place by Britain, long before the apartheid government
took office in 1948.
SUMMARY: CAPITALISM OR “THE BOERS”?
While the apartheid system was supported by most whites, and while the Afrikaners
played a key role in keeping the system going, apartheid was basically a system of
capitalism based on cheap black labour.
Such a system could not have emerged without imperialism, with the conquest of the
blacks. Such a system would not have survived unless it benefited capitalism and the
state, and therefore the ruling class: cheap labour, small urban areas, a divided working
class.
This was fundamentally because the system
- benefited the system provided cheap labour and a deeply divided working class
- was forged in imperialism and was deeply racist in outlook and policies
THE COLLAPSE OF APARTHEID
This system of racial capitalism worked well for the bosses up until the 1970s. It made
huge profits and kept the masses down.
But the system entered a crisis in the 1970s:
-

The local market was restricted to whites (who had the best wages) and was
thus too small for further capitalist growth.
Also, massive skills shortages developed. Only whites got a decent education
and were allowed to do skilled work.
South African companies were not able to sell goods overseas because the
skills problem meant the economy was not competitive.

Just as important, the black working class (joined by some middle- and upper class
elements) rose in revolt: the 1973 Durban strikes, the Soweto rising of 1976, the
emergence of a mass trade union and civic movement in the 1980s, the revolutionary
uprisings of 1983-6, the mass protests of the late 1980s.
This crisis forced the racist ruling class to the negotiating table in 1990.
1994 A MASSIVE VICTORY
The 1994 elections were a massive victory. For the first time in 350 years Black people
are not ruled by a racist dictatorship. We have the right to vote, to free speech, to trade
unions, to equal social services. We must defend these rights with mass action if
necessary.
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INCOMPLETE NATIONAL LIBERATION

QUESTIONS
What are some of the problems facing the black working class in South Africa?
Give some everyday examples.
How has the apartheid of the past shaped your life today?

LIMITS OF ELECTIONS
However, elections do not bring full freedom. The state always serves the ruling class, and
parliamentary politics corrupts just about any politician.
Even if politicians in the African National Congress (ANC) wished to destroy capitalism
they would not be able to do so using the State. They cannot introduce any programmes
(such as worker self-management of factories, and free or even adequate housing for the
black working class) that go against the interests of the ruling class.
But the ANC's programmes are, in any case, pro-capitalist: land reform through the
market, house building with bank loans, privatisation, sending police against community
protests and strikers, evicting squatters, enforcing the payment of rent and service
charges, lowering tariff rates, creating a "friendly investor climate".
THE ELITE PACT AGAINST THE WORKING CLASS
The majority of the new political elite have joined the old white ruling class by virtue of their
wealth, expanding business operations, and role in defending capitalism.
There is in South Africa today an elite pact: that is, there is a strong alliance between the
(mainly black) state managers, who run the state (including state companies like ESKOM),
and the (mainly white) private capitalists, who run the big private companies (like AngloAmerican).
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The black elite is free.
The black, Coloured and Indian working class is not.
This elite requires
- Capitalism
- The state
That is why we see many problems from the past continue, including
-

authoritarian rule by local councilors and the police
the enrichment of politicians
the system of exploitation
high levels of inequality in all areas of life

No matter what the talk of the state and the politicians, they are not there to represent the
people. This is a lie: they represent and are part of the ruling class.

LEGACY CONTINUES
The black, Colored and Indian working class still suffers the legacy of apartheid: poverty,
rotten schools, landlessness, unemployment, etc. Many workplaces still rely on cheap
black labour, and many private companies still operate in the old apartheid ways. The
state may not actively discriminate against black, Coloured and Indian workers, but it
oppresses them through:
-

low wages
outsourcing and retrenchments
high service charges, e.g. for electricity

In this sense, the black, Coloured and Indian working class still suffers racism and national
oppression. People say that they are free, but for the majority of the working class, this is
incomplete freedom.
The national liberation struggle of the working class continues. It still suffers many of the
problems under the past:
-

the township school system
townships with bad conditions, far from work, in dangerous or dirty areas
high levels of black and Coloured (as well as Indian) working class
unemployment

PROOF OF THE ELITE PACT: NEO-LIBERALISM
The holding of the elections represented, on the one hand, a massive advance for the
African working class, insofar as the election signified a new political order in South Africa
that outlawed national oppression.
On the other hand, however, the elections were the product of a compromise between big
(white) capital and the leaders of the ANC.
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The ANC, as a bourgeois-bureaucratic-nationalist party, adopted a hard-line neo-liberal
approach once in office.

Neo-liberalism is an economic policy based on deregulating the economy through
policies like commercialisation, privatisation, casualisation, free trade, and state
spending cuts in welfare. Its aims is to increase profits.

The ANC was shifting towards neo-liberalism throughout the 1990s. All countries have
moved to neo-liberalism.
The ANC sees neo-liberalism as key to:
- building the black elite (e.g. through BEE tenders/ privatization)
- increasing capitalist profits
- pushing the working class down
The ANC's neo-liberalism is a document called GEAR, released in June 1996.
GEAR's key strategic aims are:
- Privatisation and commercialisation of state-owned companies and utilities, including
electricity, water, steel, and telecommunications
- Cutbacks in social spending
- Cutbacks in the size of the state sector workforce
- The deregulation of trade, investment and prices
-The promotion of casual labour

What this means in practice has become clear over the past five years.
- cuts in state pensions, massive layoffs
- declining public hospitals, schools and roads
- a general fall in wage levels
- daily electricity and water cut-offs in poor communities
- de-industrialisation (closing of industries) under the impact of cheap imports
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GEAR promised 400, 000 new jobs a year by 2000: instead, over a million jobs were lost,
and total employment has shrunk to the levels of the early 1980s.
Welfare spending has fell consistently over the last five years, whilst tax on large
companies has been cut such that tax on company profits now makes up less than 15% of
overall government income (down from over 50% in the 1970s).
Besides capitalist exploitation and state domination, the black, Coloured and Indian
working class also faces the misery of incomplete national liberation.
SOUTH AFRICAN IMPERIALISM
Not all states are imperialist. Some states are subordinate to imperialism. They are weak,
and subordinate. States compete with each other in a world system of states, just as
capitalists compete with each other.
Those states that have enough resources and power almost always become imperialist.
Imperialism is, as noted earlier, the system in which the ruling class of one country
expands to control other areas and countries.
The anarchist Mikhail Bakunin explains that "The supreme law of the State is selfpreservation at any cost. And since all States, ever since they came to exist upon
the earth, have been condemned to perpetual struggle - a struggle against their
populations, whom they oppress and ruin, a struggle against all foreign States,
every one of which can be strong only if others are weak - and since States cannot
hold their own in this struggle unless they constantly keep on augmenting their
power against their own subjects as well as against the neighbourhood States - it
follows that the supreme law of the State is the augmentation of its power to the
detriment of internal liberty and external justice.”iv
The South African state is far weaker than a major imperialist power like the USA.
However, within the southern African region, the South African ruling class (and therefore,
the South African state) acts as an imperialist power. This includes
-

the expansion of South African private corporations into the region e.g. Shoprite
the expansion of South African state corporations into the region e.g. ESKOM
the role of South African elites in pushing neo-liberalism, cheap labour, and
deindustrialization in the region
the role of the South African state in dominating regional structures such as
SADC (the Southern African Development Community)

SUMMARY
This section has shown that that problems in South Africa must be explained as due
to
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-

imperialism

-

cheap labour for capitalism

-

dividing the working class

-

British imperialism and racism built a system of racial capitalism

-

the black elite collaborated with this system (but was also frustrated by it)
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South Africa is not just the creation of imperialism: it is also an imperialist power,
although a small one compared to (say) the USA.
The transition in 1994 was mixed in effects:
-

it was a huge victory for black, Coloured and Indian working class in terms
of winning legal equality, ending legal racial discrimination and basic
political and legal rights

-

however, it also involved an elite pact that united the (new) black (mainly
state-based) black elite and the (old) white (mainly private corporationbased) white elite

-

this elite maintains capitalism, the state and implements neo-liberalism
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-

PART 3:
The anarchist way forward:
proletarian national liberation
The anarchist Mikhail Bakunin said: “Convinced that the real and definitive solution
of the social problem can be achieved only on the basis of the universal solidarity of
the workers of all lands; the Alliance rejects all policies based upon the so-called
patriotism and rivalry of nations”.v
BASIC ANARCHIST APPROACHES
Anarchists fight against all forms of domination.
Therefore, naturally anarchists are opposed to racism and to national oppression. All
people are basically the same, all people have inherent human rights, and racism and
national oppression are always wrong.
Anarchists therefore support struggles against racism and national oppression.
However, while anarchists support these struggles, they take an anarchist approach:
First, the anarchists insist that the plants of racism and national oppression are deeply
rooted in the system of capitalism and the state. These are not the only causes, but they
are central causes.
Second, the anarchists insist that real freedom from racism and national oppression, for
the majority, requires a new society: the anarchist society. Only in such a society, without
capitalism and the state, can we expect the plants of racism and national oppression to
die. Only in such a society can the economy be used to end the legacy (the continuing
effects) of past racism and national oppression
Third, anarchists focus on the struggles of the working class as the key means to end
racism and national oppression. The upper class in oppressed races and nations must not
lead the struggles against racism and for national liberation. This is because these elites
will hijack those struggles for their own purposes, leaving the mass of the people only
partly free.
Fourth, anarchists insist that racism and national oppression are deadly enemies of all
working class people, not just those who suffer from racism or national oppression. This is
because racism and national oppression divide the workers, promote cheap labour, and
confuse the people about the real causes of – and solutions to - their suffering.
Fifth, anarchists support all useful reforms that undermine racism and national oppression,
such as the removal of discriminatory laws.
Sixth: however, realizing that the state and capitalism will always oppress the masses,
they argue that anarchist revolution is the only complete solution to the problems that the
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working class faces. Also, because capitalism and the state continually generate and feed
the poisonous plants of racism and national oppression, and because racism, and national
oppression cannot be completely ended under capitalism and the state, anarchist
revolution is the only solution.

CLASS STRUGGLE
Only the working class (and, where
they exist, peasants) can create a free
society: the anarchist society (or
through anarchism…whichever you
want to use).
The workers and peasants create all
social wealth. Only we can build a free
society because only we do not
exploit. Therefore only our class
struggle can defeat the state and
capitalism. Since the defeat of
capitalism and the state is necessary
to end the legacy of apartheid, the
continued racism and national
oppression of the masses, this means
that only class struggle can lead to
complete national liberation.
Simply: anarchism is the road to the complete national liberation of the working
class.
These problems cannot be solved by the capitalists or the state.
ANARCHIST SOCIETY NEEDED
They require massive wealth redistribution, and an economy planned from below by the
working class to meet people's needs, not profits.
In other words they can only be resolved under a stateless socialist (or “anarchist”)
system.
Such a system is opposed by the ruling class blacks and whites. Placing the economy
under worker-community control means ending exploitation and domination. It means
ending the state and the corporations. Without the state and the corporations, the ruling
class will no longer rule, get wealthy and exploit.
Naturally, the ruling class – black as well as white – will oppose the anarchist revolution –
which is essential to provide full freedom from racism and national oppression.
This means that racism and national oppression, exemplified by the legacy of apartheid,
will not be fully removed from society without a class struggle and a worker-peasant
revolution.
Such a revolution includes a determined struggle against the new black elite.
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CAN THE BLACK ELITE UNITE WITH THE BLACK MASSES?
No.
The black elite suffered from racism and national oppression under apartheid. Even then,
it was partially shielded from the worst effects by their privileged status in capitalism and
the state. They could access private schools, and universities and better jobs. Many
(although they deny this now) got rich through collaborating in the homeland system,
especially the so-called self-governing states (Transkei, Bophuthatswana, Ciskei, Venda).
Today the black elite is free. It controls the state and vast wealth. 4 out of 10 of South
Africa’s ten richest people are blacks.
The working class, including the black working class, should not build alliances with black
managers and capitalists, because they will always choose profits and power over
anarchism. In fact, they benefit from the exploitation of black workers in their companies
and state corporations, and they therefore defend the capitalist system and the state. In
objective terms, they are the allies of the white capitalists and state managers.
REJECT NATIONALISM
It should be clear where we disagree with the various nationalist political parties
such as the ANC, the Pan Africanist Congress (PAC) and the Azanian People's
Organisation (AZAPO). (The National Party was also an example).

By nationalism, we mean the idea that all members of a nation (nationality) should
unite across class lines, and use the state to liberate the nation.

The ANC, PAC and AZAPO are all nationalists.
We disagree with their nationalist politics.
Why?
Although we recognise that these groups were progressive in the anti-apartheid struggle,
they are wrong on some key issues.
First, they insist that all black people share the same basic interests and must unite as a
nation. However, the black working class, as we have seen, has nothing in common with
the black elite of capitalists and state managers. In fact, they are in a struggle with each
other.
The gap grows wider every day: the richest 20% of African households increased their real
incomes by over 40% between 1975 and 1991, whilst the incomes of the poorest 40% of
African households decreased by nearly 40% over the same period. The wealthiest 10%
of African households have incomes over 60 times those of the poorest 10%, compared to
ratios of roughly 30 times amongst Whites, Coloureds and Indians (SA figures, ca. 1996).
The rich get richer, the poor stay poor or get poorer.
Second, these groups think that change must come through taking control of the
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state, either through elections or, in the past, armed struggle. But the state is part of the
problem, not the solution.
So we should boycott elections and rely on mass struggle to win change. We should
not rely on our so-called "comrades in government" to get rid of capitalism and oppression,
or to deliver complete national liberation.
WHY DO ELITE NATIONALISTS FIGHT RACISM ND NATIONAL OPPRESSION?
They fight because they get frustrated, Generally, local ruling classes work with imperialist
ruling classes. But sometimes imperialism frustrates them:
-

it limits their ability to grow their businesses
it is racist to them
it blocks their edu8cationa and careers
it attacks them physically, to destroy their power

LOCAL ELITES FIGHT WITH IMPERIALISM (SOMETIMES)
This is exactly what happened in South Africa. The black elite worked usually hand-inglove with the British. We saw thus: the chiefs played a key role in the apartheid system.
Sometimes however the imperialists attack. They want more than the local ruling class will
give. This is what happened to the Zulu kingdom in the 1870s. After that, the Zulu chiefs
were incorporated into the system – although any seen as unreliable e.g. King Solomon
kaDinizulu were marginalized.
When South Africa was united in 1910, the chiefs continued to play a key role in the
system. However, they were frustrated by limited land. The educated black elite (lawyers
translators etc). capitalist black farmers (esp. the amakholwa in the East Cape) and black
business people (e.g. estate agents) were al made very marginal.
Frustrated chiefs, and the black educated, capitalist farmer and business elite, were very
frustrated. They formed the ANC in 1912. After 30 years of being ignored. They decided to
mobilize the masses. Ignored again, they went underground.
Eventually they were able to ride th struggles of the 1970s and 1980s into negotiations
with the apartheid state. The elite pact that resulted emancipated the black elite, and allied
it to the white elite.
The black masses, who had been led by the black elite through a nationalist movement,
were marginalized. This is natural, because elites prioritse their own interests.
They highjack mass struggles.
For Bakunin, national liberation had to be achieved "as much in the economic as in
the political interests of the masses". If the national liberation struggle is carried out
with "ambitious intent to set up a powerful State", or if "it is carried out without the
people and must therefore depend for success on a privileged class", it will become
a "retrogressive, disastrous, counter- revolutionary movement”. He believed that:vi
Every exclusively political revolution – be it in defence of national
independence or for internal change… – that does not aim at the
immediate and real political and economic emancipation of people will
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be a false revolution. Its objectives will be unattainable and its
consequences reactionary.

The ruling class elite within each race or nation will always act against the interests
of the majority of people within each race or nation. As the anarchist Mikhail
Bakunin teaches: “There is no greater enemy for a nation than its own State”.vii

CLASS UNITY ACROSS RACE, NOT RACE UNITY ACROSS CLASS
Class struggle requires the unity of all working class people. The struggle in South Africa
will centre on the African working class. But other working classes should be welcome to
join - they will also benefit from anarchism.
With the removal of apartheid privileges, it is even possible that large sections of the white
working class will join black, Coloured and Indian working class people in struggle.
The income of the poorest 40% of whites fell by 40% in the period 1975-1996.
We have already seen signs of this with the 1995 affiliation to COSATU of the
predominately White SASBO union, the South African Society of Bank Officials.

WHITE WORKERS DO NOT BENEFIT FROM RACISM
Nationalists on the left, and racists on the right, often argue that white workers benefit from
racism, and that it is therefore in their interests to defend racial discrimination.
In examining this issue, we must be careful to distinguish between different circumstances.
In South Africa, the small white working class certainly received real benefits from
apartheid. This was made possible by the economic boom that lasted until the 1970s, and
by the ruling class’s fear that the white workers would rise up (as they did in 1913, 1914
and 1922). Also the white working class was only a small number of people. It was
possible, while the boom lasted, to give them special treatment.
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Today, the situation has changed. The ruling class no longer needs the support of white
workers, and is no longer willing or able to look after them specially. If white working class
people want a future, they will have to join with other working class people.
The strength of racist ideas however means that this will be a slow process and it is
possible that many White workers may never become progressive.
However, any unity is only possible on an anti-racist basis that addresses the interests of
the black, Coloured and Indian majority of the working class.
MYTH OF WESTERN LABOUR ELITE
In countries like Australia, Europe and the United States, the situation is very different. The
white working class is the majority of the population.
The white workers in these countries may face lower levels of unemployment, and better
access to services, and definitely do not face the racism and national oppression that
many non-white minorities in these regions face daily.
But the white working class in these countries is not an elite: it is an oppressed majority.
Most of the casual workers, the poor, the unemployed and people living on welfare in
these countries are white.
The struggle of the white working class in these countries is severely damaged by the
racism and national oppression that the minorities face.
Racism and national oppression is against the interest of the white working class in these
countries.
It divides and weakens working class struggles. The white workers are easily misled into
blaming the blacks, Indians, immigrants etc. for their own suffering. But it is the ruling
class, not workers from other races and countries, that causes low wages,
insecurity, housing shortages, bad hospitals, etc. Blaming the minorities for these
problems is foolish.
In the USA, the working class is severely divided between local whites, immigrants,
Mexicans and blacks.
It is no accident that the USA has the weakest unions and the weakest mass struggles of
any Western country. It is also not an accident that the USA has the most poverty, the
highest inequality and the most backward mass politics of any Western country.
BENEFIT FROM UNITY AGAINST RACISM, NATIONAL OPPRESSION &IMPERIALISM
The white working class in the USA has everything to gain, and nothing to lose,
from the complete freedom of the blacks and immigrants and Mexicans from all
racism and national oppression.
Also, Western working classes (of all colours) do not benefit from imperialism as it
strengthens the repressive power of their own rulers, wastes resources and lives on the
military, promotes reactionary ideas that divides the workers, and allows big companies to
cut jobs and wages by the shifting operations to repressive countries in the countries
elsewhere.
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Workers solidarity and unity is also in the direct interest of the oppressed racial and
national minorities in these countries. These minorities are, at the end of the day,
too small and isolated to beat the system on their own. They need allies.
It is thus in the interests of all workers that specially oppressed sections (like minorities
and those from other countries) are drawn into the unions, and that the unions take up the
fight against racism and national oppression.
Therefore, we fight for workers unity across race, on an anti-racist and pro-national
liberation basis, as a necessary and immediate step towards the revolution in these
countries.
DEFEND THE IMMIGRANTS
The structures of capitalism and the state have always fed racism and national oppression,
and they continue to do so.
We can see this when we look at the situation of African immigrants in South Africa today.
The ruling class promotes racism to these groups through media propaganda: for
example, this includes the idea that Nigerians are drug lords, that Mozambicans steal jobs
and so on.
The ruling class uses this to divide South African and immigrant workers, and to use the
immigrants for cheap labour.
Yesterday, it was apartheid. Today it is the arrest and deportation of "illegal immigrants"
from Africa. The immigrants are blamed for crime and unemployment, both of which are
really the bosses' fault. The immigrants must be defended!
An injury to one is still an injury to all.
DIRECT ACTION, WORKING CLASS AUTONOMY, COUNTERPOWER
While as anarchists we insist upon the need for revolution, we know that revolution
requires:
- revolutionary counterpower: strong mass democratic organisations of people
power that can fight the ruling class, and eventually take over the running of
society and the economy
- revolutionary counterculture: revolutionary consciousness among the majority, of
anarchism
To get to this, it is not enough to go around saying “revolution, revolution.”
It is necessary to organise with the working class today, on concrete issues, while
promoting counterpower and counterculture.
So, while we believe in the need for ANARCHIST revolution, the anarchists should raise a
number of immediate demands around issues that will help build mass organizations,
resist the ruling class, and provide opportunities to spread the word of anarchism.
We oppose the following approaches:
- elections and political parties
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trust in the ruling class, black or white
participation in the system, including elections, court battles, and NEDLAC

We favour the following approaches:
- direct action from below
- working class autonomy (outside and against the state)
- promoting anarchist consciousness
IMMEDIATE DEMANDS
Using these approaches (mass struggle), we favour mobilizing around the following
demands and campaigns around the issue of fighting racism and national oppression:
-

land redistribution to worker cooperatives
replace the three level school system (private, Model C, township) with decent
free and democratic education for all and a better student-teacher ratio
democratize the universities and technikons, with staff, workers and students
having the main say
more universities and technikons, with free education on the basis of aptitude
only (not ability to pay)
open up skilled and professional trades to blacks, Coloureds and Indians
end the apartheid wage gap
cut management salaries, increase worker salaries
end all privatisation of basic services; free electricity and water allocations to be
greatly increased
end retrenchments, using occupation if needed
demand decent housing (not RDP houses) for the masses
the right to work: mass job creation programme at a living wage
end attacks on immigrants
unite black, Coloured and Indian workers
also unite with white workers where possible
unite casual and full-time workers
no participation in elections, no control by NGOs, no participation in NEDLAC
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THE

PROGAMME AS BRIDGE TO COUNTERPOWER
Why these demands?
These demands are posed because they are all seen as
- strengthening the working class e.g. better conditions, education
- exposing the system e.g. wage gaps, unequal education
- questioning inequality that seems normal e.g. RDP houses
- uniting the working class e.g. defend immigrants, equal wages
- preventing elites hijacking the struggle e.g. land to co-ops, not capitalist farmers
- deepening the class polarization e.g. occupations
- defending working class autonomy e.g. election boycotts
- pushing working class control e.g. cooperatives, occupations, university
democratization
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